
Previous: 7,803.3 PSEi change: -0.80%

High: 7,803.4 Best: TEL +2.17%

Low: 7,718.3 2nd best: URC +0.85%

Close: 7,740.74 2nd worst: MPI -2.91%

Val. traded (mn): 3,425.3 Worst: MBT -3.09%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

1 month -0.0675 3.1628 4 years +0.3793 5.4214

3 months -0.0076 3.2680 5 years +0.2350 5.7020

6 months -0.0318 3.6216 7 years +0.0125 5.7800

1 year +0.0079 4.1787 10 years +0.0183 6.0783

2 years +0.0146 4.4488 20 years -0.1411 7.0857

3 years +0.0710 4.7915

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.490 52.700 EUR/USD 1.1825 1.1769

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0131 1.9071 5 years +0.0204 2.7838

6 months -0.0082 2.1023 10 years +0.0257 2.9461

2 years +0.0101 2.4977 30 years +0.0216 3.0896

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global equities were flat as jitters over trade took center stage following the G7 summit in Canada. US stocks bucked the trend despite being at the

forefront of discussions. US Treasury yields and the US dollar rose as demand for safe-haven assets increased following the summit.
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The local equity index fell on a weak peso, which was driven down by dovish comments from BSP's Deputy Governor Guinigundo. Guinigundo cited

slowing inflation as a counter-argument to raising interest rates. Despite this, local fixed income yields rose on average as the amount of tendered

retail treasury bonds was lower than investor expectations.

 Globe Telecom (Stock Code: GLO) has announcesd its plan to implement 5G 
wireless technology by the middle of next year. Globe  plans to release 5G with 
the support of its partners, particularly with China's Huawei Technologies. 5G 
implementation will still require Globe to increase cell site density in the country. 

 Ahead of  the BSP's final rate hike decision on June 21,  BSP Deputy Governor 
Guinigundo downplayed the need for a hike in benchmark interest rates. 
Guinigundo argued that rising oil prices, typhoons and the state of the rice 
industry are facors outside the scope of monetary policy's influence. While many 
economists are expecting at least one more rate hike, Guinigundo argues the 
slowing momentum of inflation and its longer term expectations are  more 
important considerations.  7,300
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-0.80% DoD; Net 
Foreign Selling: 

$12.70mn 

 The local equity index fell to 7,740.74 as the peso continued to weaken and 
geopolitical risks, including the G7 summit, took center stage. Decliners 
outnumbered  advancers 116 to 83. The index laggards for the day included  
MBT, MPI, ALI and DMC -- some of which were the biggest gainers for the 
previous week. 

 Local fixed income yields marginally rose, particullarly in the belly which rose 
17.50 bps. The  short end  fell 2.48 bps, flattening the yield curve, alongside 
strong demand for retail treasury bonds (RTBs). The amount of RTBs offered 
was lower than investor expectations, however. On average, the yield rose by 
4.46 bps. 

 The Philippine peso weakened as the BSP's tone shifted to a more dovish 
stance, after they noted that inflation has been slowing from the preceeding 
months. The USD/PHP pair closed at 52.70 (0.40%).  
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 US equities major indexes posted solid gains despite the tension between US 
and its major allies over trade concerns and Iran sanctions. The DJIA closed at 
25,316.53 (+0.30% DoD), while the S&P 500 ended at 2,779.03 (+0.31% DoD). 

 European equities ended lower under the tension of the G7 summit where, the 
strain between US President Donald Trump and allies Canda and France was 
growing. MSCI Europe closed at 129.81 (-0.20% DoD). 

 Asian stocks closed lower as the friction in international trade rose ahead of the 
G7 summit. MSCI APxJ closed at 571.76 (-1.25% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields rose, especially in the long-end of the curve, despite the tit-
for-tat on trade in the G-7 summit. Yields increased 0.94 bps on average, with the 
benchmark 10-year's yield up 2.57bps to 2.9461%. 

 The US dollar advanced as investors sought safe-haven assets after renewed 
trade war jitters brought about by the meeting of the leaders of the Group of 
Seven. The DXY gained 0.11% DoD to 93.5350. 

This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
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of the information contained herein. 
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